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W H I T E  W I N E S

Domaine de Bellene Savigny-lès-Beaune Blanc 2014
[92] Wine & Spirits — “Year’s Best” — 
Old vines provide a firm tone to this chardonnay’s muscular fruit—
not to say that it’s bluntly varietal, or even that it’s distinctively 
expressive of Savigny. Insteadn, it’s a quiet wine that feels massive 
and incipient, heady in it’s oak scents, yet clean and compelling in its 
restrained lemon-curd richness. Balanced and fresh, this should show 
the depts and details of its flavor with bottle age. April 2017 

[90] Wine Spectator
Fresh, stony and intense, with a core of apple, peach and citrus flavors. 
Harmonious and approachable, revealing a tangy, vibrant finish. 
September 30, 2016

[89] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 — 
Savigny-lès-Beaune, better known for its reds, also makes small quan-
tities of white. From a three-acre parcel, this wine is ripe and tangy 
with orange peel and mineral acidity. It is a wine that is aging fast and 
that will be ready to drink from late 2017. December 2016

[88] Burghound
A pretty and distinctly floral nose reflects soft nuances of pear and 
citrus characters. There is a really lovely sense of vibrancy to the clean, 
delicious and attractively textured medium weight flavors that offer 
enough depth, persistence and salinity to be interesting. June 2016

[87] Wine Advocate
From six different terroirs, the 2014 Savigny-les-Beaune Blanc has 
a clean and pure bouquet with hints of brioche and cooking apple, 
blackberry leaf developing with aeration. The palate is crisp and fresh 
with a keen line of acidity, perhaps just a touch pinched at the mo-
ment and needing more depth to come through on the tapered finish. 
At the moment, all the action is on the nose rather than in the mouth, 
so give this another year in bottle. April 2016 

Highlights from the Press – Domaine de Bellene 2014

Domaine de Bellene Meursault “Les Forges” 2014
[92] Wine Enthusiast – Cellar Selection –  
           — Best of Year 2016 — 
From a single parcel in Meursault, this is a tight and structured wine. 
It has strong minerality as well as spice and vanilla from wood aging. 
The zesty white and citrus fruits are still developing, giving a wine that 
will age well. December 2016

[90] Wine Spectator
Honey notes shade the core of apple and citrus fruit. Juicy and 
puckering, with a sensation of light tannins and chalk. Not flashy, but 
persistent. Web Only 2017

[88] Burghound
Subtle wood influence easily allows perfumed aromas of pear, white 
peach, hazelnut and discreet petrol nuances to shine. There is both 
good volume and richness to the medium-bodied flavors that possess 
very good mid-palate concentration as well as fine length. June 2016 

Domaine de Bellene Santenay  
“Les Charmes Dessus” 2014

[88] Burghound 
The supple and relatively forward middle weight flavors ooze a fine 
minerality on the delicious and vibrant finale that is clean, dry and 
focused. This is really quite pretty. June 2016 
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R E D  W I N E S

Domaine de Bellene Beaune Premier Cru,  
Les Grèves 2014

[94] Wine Enthusiast – Cellar Selection –  
           — Best of Year 2016 — 
This wine comes from perhaps the most well-known of the many 
Beaune Premier Crus, from a small parcel of vines that are over 100 
years old. It is a rich wine, generous and with a ripe future. At present, 
the structure and tannins dominate, allowing the wine to have good 
aging potential. December 2016

[94] Tim Atkin
Old vine concentration, 100% whole bunches, compact tannins and 
good underlying freshness and fruit purity: in short, a delicious 
expression of Beaune’s best Premier Cru. January 2016

[91] Wine Advocate
Pleasantly strict nose, with brambly red berry fruit, briary and sage. 
The palate is medium-bodied with supple ripe tannin, quite saline in 
the mouth with the fruit becoming darker, maybe broodier toward 
the finish. This is a complex, mercurial Beaune Grèves. Very fine. 
January 2016

[90] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Medium red. Tight, cool aromas of black cherry, briary red berries, 
pepper and licorice. Tightly wound, savory and juicy, with dark cher-
ry, leather and peppery spice flavors conveying a strong impression of 
Beaune terroir. A solid, fruity Beaune wine with good juicy definition.
Tannins are firm and dusty but essentially fine-grained and the finish 
is persistent and alive. March 2017

[87-90] Burghound
A background whisper of wood sets off ripe and fresh aromas that in-
clude pungent earth, black cherry and plum scents. There is excellent 
volume and mid-palate density supporting the discreetly mineral-in-
flected flavors that exhibit a mildly dry but not bitter finish. April 2016

[16.5+] Jancis Robinson
Extraordinarily deep crimson. Intense. All on the nose at the moment. 
January 9, 2016 

Domaine de Bellene Beaune Premier Cru,  
Cuvée Du Cinquantenaire, Vieilles Vignes 2014

[94] Wine Enthusiast – Cellar Selection –  
           — Best of Year 2016 — 
This is a blend from five different premier crus in Beaune to celebrate 
50 years of winemaking in Burgundy by the Potel family. Its structure 
is firm, although the wine itself is succulent and juicy, with a good 
balance between the acidity and red fruit flavors. Solid tannins back 
up the dense fruit to give a rich, impressive wine that needs time. 
December 2016

[90+] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Medium red. Pungent peppery, high-toned lift to the aromas of red  
berries and Cuban cigar tobacco; this smells like a Montecristo torpedo.  
Broad and silky in texture but extremely dry and imploded today, not 
showing the juiciness or fresh fruit quality of the Grèves. The tannins 
are more granular, initially drying the tongue, but aeration brought 
more dimension and suppleness and the tannins softened. This deep 
Beaune wine expanded noticeably with air, showing more sweetness 
to its fruit and spice flavors, as well as subtle persistence. Lay this one 
down for at least a few years. March 2017

[90] Wine Advocate
The 2014 Beaune 1er Cru “Cuvée Cinquantenaire” is a blend of five 
premier crus spread across the Beaune appéllation that Nicolas Potel 
intends to bottle henceforth to get away from splitting all the different 
cuvées up, and creating something that is more than a sum of its parts. 
It has a very well-defined bouquet with cranberry, pomegranate and 
wild strawberry scents mixed with a touch of undergrowth and wood-
land scents. The palate is medium-bodied with firm, slightly rigid 
tannin, good depth if just missing a little harmony towards the finish. 
I suspect this will benefit from another 2-3 years in bottle and I look 
forward to tasting the 2015 of this new cuvée, which Nicolas appeared 
to be very excited about. April 2016

[88] Wine Spectator
Black cherry and blackberry flavors gain depth from spice and graphite  
accents, while a firm backbone of tannins lends support. This is rich 
and juicy before tightening up on the long finish. Web Only 2016
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Domaine de Bellene Nuits-Saint-Georges  
Vieilles Vignes 2014

[91] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 — 
Produced from 65-year-old vines, this is a rich and perfumed wine 
from the estate of Nicolas Potel. It is structured, balancing the red 
fruits and acidity with a solid framework of tannins. Spice from the 
wood aging shows lightly, while the wine finishes with crisp  
red-currant acidity. December 2016

[91] Wine & Spirits
A quiet wine with substance and resolve, this reveals juiciness directly 
out of its stark, old-vine tannins. The flavors are seemingly delicate, but  
the floral notes gain in intensity, as do the tannins in the end. Shake 
this up in a decanter and its reticence begins to shift into complexity. 
October 2017

[91] Wine Advocate
The 2014 Nuits Saint-Georges Vieilles Vignes has an expressive, 
fruit-driven bouquet with ample raspberry coulis, strawberry and 
cranberry scents that achieve great volume. The palate is medium- 
bodied with sappy red berry fruit, a gentle grip in the mouth, crunchy 
and slightly peppery towards the structured finish. Give this a couple 
of years in bottle and you will have a respectable Nuit Saint-Georges. 
April 2016

[90] Wine Spectator
Black cherry and black currant flavors hold court in this firm, tensile 
red, with a hint of violet and spice. Long and saturated on the finish, 
where a mineral element chimes in. Web Only 2017

[89] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Healthy dark red. Complex nose melds black cherry, dark raspberry, 
licorice and leather enlivened by notes of flowers and exotic white 
peach. Less sweet, offers a lovely silky texture and a lightly saline qual-
ity to its flavors of red currant and leather. Good honest village wine.
January 2016

[88] Burghound
Relatively strong reduction present on the mildly woody nose. There 
is a lovely sense of underlying tension to the detailed and muscular 
middle weight flavors that also exude a fine bead of minerality onto 
the rustic and austere but not hard finish. April 2016

[16.5] Jancis Robinson
Deep crimson. A little reduced. Racy, rather delicate damson fruit. 
Very precise. January 9, 2016

Domaine de Bellene Savigny-lès-Beaune  
Premier Cru, Les Hauts Jarrons 2014

[93] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 — 
This Premier Cru is situated in the southern half of Savigny, close to 
Beaune proper. Here it has produced a ripe generous wine full of spicy 
smoky red fruits and balanced acidity. The wine is still showing its 
baby fruit and needs time. December 2016

[92] Wine.com 
It is delicate, yet persistent. This wine shines with aromas and flavors 
of black fruit, earth notes, and oak. Try it with Argentine-style grilled 
beef. May 9, 2022

[91] Wine Spectator
Loaded with black cherry, blueberry, spice, smoke and loamy earth 
notes, this red is both opulent and dense. A grainy texture lines the 
finish. Shows fine complexity and length. Oct. 15, 2016

[90] Wine & Spirits
Lean and brisk, this is a spicy, meaty Burgundy with enough juiciness 
to the tart cherry flavor to completely fill out any bitterness in the 
tannins. It has intensity without weight, beefy enough for a seared 
hanger steak. October 2017

[89] Burghound
Exceptionally pretty nose offers up notes of dark cherry, plum, spice, 
rose petal and a deft application of wood. There is fine richness to 
the appealingly concentrated medium weight flavors that also display 
a touch of youthful austerity on the lingering finish where a hint of 
bitter cherry appears. April 2016

[88] Wine Advocate
The 2014 Savigny-les-Beaune 1er Cru Les Hauts Jarrons was noticeably  
lucid in the glass. The bouquet is floral and expressive with violet and 
blackberry aromas, while the palate is quite structured and masculine,  
almost Santenay-like in style due to its infant austerity, though I 
suspect it will develop more flesh on the finish with a couple of years 
in bottle. April 2016

[88] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Full medium red. Musky black cherry, plum, mocha, peppery herbs 
and underbrush on the nose, plus a touch of leathery rusticity. The 
palate offers concentrated flavors of dark cherry, spices and peppery 
herbs in a savory, slightly smoky style. Saline, dry and classic, convey-
ing good inner-mouth lift. Finishes with chewy, toothdusting tannins 
and good grip. A very soil-driven, unforced wine--and a bit sweeter 
than the basic Savign-lès-Beaune village wine. March 2017 
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Domaine de Bellene Savigny-Les-Beaune  
Premier Cru, Les Peuillets 2014

[91] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 — 
From negociant Nicolas Potel’s own vines, this wine is dense and 
smoky. It has spice and hints of licorice as well as rich red-cherry fruit. 
The tannins and the structure of the wine promise aging, so drink this 
concentrated wine from 2020. December 2016

[89] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Good medium red. More subdued but less peppery on the nose than 
the Hauts Jarrons, offering scents of redcurrant, smoke and leather. 
Riper and sweeter on the palate, with dark cherry fruit complicated by 
strong soil character. Less expressive than the Hauts Jarrons but shows 
a bit more stuffing and minerality. The tannins arrive later, dusting the 
tongue and front teeth. Another distinctly saline wine, finishing with 
good chewy extract. March 2017 

Domaine de Bellene Savigny-lès-Beaune  
Vieilles Vignes 2014

[90] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 — 
Old vines grown on a three-acre parcel on the lower slopes of Savigny 
have produced a finely perfumed wine. It has ripe raspberry fruit and 
a light layer of tannins. The aftertaste is more structured, showing 
hints of wood aging as well as acidity. December 2016

[90] Wine Spectator
Black cherry and currant flavors are stretched over a tightly woven 
fabric in this dense red. Firm and tight on the moderately long finish. 
Best from 2018 through 2024. April 2017

[90] Wine.com 
This wine is mature and complex. This wine exhibits aromas and  
flavors of earth, dust, spice, and red fruit. Pair it with grilled pork 
chops. May 9, 2022

[89] Wine Advocate
Crisp, raspberry preserve and black plum-scented bouquet that opens 
nicely in the glass and soon becomes quite intense. The palate is well 
balanced with taut tannin, and just a little hardness on the entry but 
that will soften with a couple of year’s bottle age. there are touches of 
iodine and cassis toward the finish, completing what is a well crafted 
Savigny. January 2016

[87] Burghound
Earth and forest floor characteristics. Sleek middle weight flavors 
possess a suave and rounded mouth feel along with an ever-so-slight-
ly lean and austere finale. This is pretty in its fashion. April 2016

[87] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Good bright red. Purer, bright, lightly medicinal black cherry nose 
shows good lift. Sweet, pliant wine with good vinosity. No lack of  
intensity here. Finishes with smooth tannins and decent length.  
January 2016 
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Domaine de Bellene Vosne Romanée,  
Les Quartiers de Nuits 2014

[94] Wine Enthusiast — Best of Year 2016 —  
There is plenty of the power and structure of a Vosne-Romanée in this 
single parcel wine. It has density and concentration over a rich full 
black-fruit character. There are still signs of the wood aging and some 
high toast flavors that need to integrate, so wait until 2020. December 2016

[93] Wine & Spirits
A delicate wine with powerful drive, this is a classic beauty that presents  
its flavors in a tight bouquet of floral notes, honeyed fruit and detailed, 
mineral tannins. It’s all youthful energy for now, and all of that energy 
is harnessed to align the flavors. “Batteries included” was one taster’s 
way of describing the inherent potential. October 2017

[93] Wine Spectator
The gripping structure has the upper hand now, locking in cherry, 
strawberry, rose and earth flavors. Nevertheless, this shows class and 
finesse, with vibrant acidity driving the long finish. Requires patience. 
Web Only 2017

[88] Stephen Tanzer (Vinous.com)
Good medium red. Musky reduction to the aromas of raspberry, 
black cherry, smoke, herbs and minerals. Silky but firm village wine 
with youthfully mute black cherry and menthol flavors. Finishes with 
slightly tart raspberry and redcurrant notes, chewy tannins and a salty 
quality. March 2017

[88-91] Burghound
A beautifully floral nose displays notes of spice, violet, sandalwood 
and Asian tea. There is a really lovely texture to the refined and 
vibrant middle weight flavors that coat the palate with extract before 
culminating in a mildly austere and balanced finish. April 2016 
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Domaine de Bellene Vosne Romanée,  
Premier Cru, Les Suchots 2014

[95] Tim Atkin
Dark plum and blackberry fruit, smoky oak and 100% whole bunches 
make this a dense, plushly fruited wine with abundant perfume and a 
flash of chalky acidity. January 2016

[94] Wine Enthusiast — Cellar Selection —  
         — Best of Year 2016 — 
This Premier Cru abuts some of the grandest Grand Crus of Burgundy. 
It shares the same rich, age-worthy characters with this dark structure 
and dense tannins. The wine is still very young: its texture mineral 
and concentrated. The black fruits and licorice flavors will develop 
slowly and surely, but don’t drink before 2022. December 2016

[92] Wine & Spirits
Youthful in its rich and potent blackness, this wine’s soy-and-spice 
character yields to notes of ripe red raspberries with their seeds, the 
fruit cushioned by rich oak tannins. It’s tight and floral, opening out 
into a generously heady, smoky finish. October 2017

[90] Wine Spectator
A broad, muscular style, this reveals black cherry, black currant and 
leafy tobacco notes. The chewy finish lends muscle, along with con-
centration and ample flavor. Web Only 2017

[90] Stephen Tanzer, (Vinous.com)
Good full red. Ripe, musky scents of black raspberry, dark chocolate 
and smoky minerality. Sweeter than the Quartiers de Nuits but with 
a savory complexity to its sappy, almost liqueur-like raspberry and 
wild herb flavors. This is plusher and silkier than the village wine, 
with its almost chocolatey ripeness leavened by light pepper and herb 
nuances. January 2016

[92] Wine Advocate
The 2014 Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots has a lovely, sumptuous,  
generous bouquet with raspberry coulis, strawberry and cranberry 
aromas that yell at you, “Suchots!” The palate is medium-bodied 
with supple tannin, dark berry fruit here that is tightly wound at the 
moment, but there is good depth and once it finds its “groove,” this 
should turn out to be one of Nicolas Potel’s best wines from this 
appéllation. April 2016

[89-91] Burghound
Enough reduction to mask the underlying fruit though not so much 
as to completely hide the pretty spice elements. There is surprisingly 
good precision given how velvety and suave the medium-bodied 
flavors are. The mouth coating finish delivers fine length on the 
moderately austere and notably firm finish where once again a hint of 
bitter cherry arises. April 2016


